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Simplified Chinese edition of If You Give a Pig a Pancake
Translation of: Brian Wildsmith's Animal colors.
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Ben shu jiang shu le zai bing tian xue di de niu yue bei bu, 13 sui de xiao gu
niang ke lei si qi zhe ai ma fa sheng le yi wai, yu da ka che xiang zhuang, ke lei si
shi qu yi tiao tui, ai ma ye yan yan yi xi. wei le zheng jiu nü er he ai ma, mu qin an
ni dai zhe yi ren yi ma zhui xun chuan shuo zhong de " ma yu zhe " , li jing jian
xin, yu dao le niu zai tang mu{692126}bu ke. tang mu yi qi fei fan de ren ge mei li
he ji yi, ke fu kun nan, jing guo nu li zhi yu le ma he ke lei si, ye zou jin le an ni de
xin ling. dan wei le shi su de dao yi he su ming, tang mu ying xiang le ye ma qun,
jiu chu le ke lei si, zou xiang xin ling de gui tu, er an ni ye fang qi le hui dao fan
hua de shi jie dang zhong.
??????????????????, ??????????????, ??????????????????????????????.
??????????
Mr. Gumpy's human and animal friends squash into his old car and go for a drive-- until
it starts to rain.
??????????????????????????????????????????,?????????????
??????????????????????,?????????????????,???????????????
???????????????????????,??????,??:??????????????????????????????????
On a wintry morning at the close of 1690, the sun shining faint and red through a light
fog, there was a great noise of baying dogs, loud voices, and trampling of horses in the
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courtyard at Wildairs Hall; Sir Jeoffry being about to go forth a-hunting, and being a
man with a choleric temper and big, loud voice, and given to oaths and noise even
when in good-humour, his riding forth with his friends at any time was attended with
boisterous commotion. This morning it was more so than usual, for he had guests with
him who had come to his house the day before, and had supped late and drunk deeply,
whereby the day found them, some with headaches, some with a nausea at their
stomachs, and some only in an evil humour which made them curse at their horses
when they were restless, and break into loud surly laughs when a coarse joke was
made. There were many such jokes, Sir Jeoffry and his boon companions being
renowned throughout the county for the freedom of their conversation as for the
scandal of their pastimes, and this day 'twas well indeed, as their loud- voiced, oathbesprinkled jests rang out on the cold air, that there were no ladies about to ride forth
with them. 'Twas Sir Jeoffry who was louder than any other, he having drunk even
deeper than the rest, and though 'twas his boast that he could carry a bottle more than
any man, and see all his guests under the table, his last night's bout had left him in illhumour and boisterous. He strode about, casting oaths at the dogs and rating the
servants, and when he mounted his big black horse 'twas amid such a clamour of
voices and baying hounds that the place was like Pandemonium.
??????:???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????
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Inspire children's curiosity, starting with the daily visible food. Full-color knowledge
picture book, delicious, fun, and beautiful foods that appear on the table every day,
where do they come from? How are these foods produced? The little chef will lead a
food tour group- kittens, pans, soup pots and colanders, step by step to learn about
various colorful and delicious foods, and draw the process of production, harvesting,
manufacturing, processing, and selling as one stop. Gourmet map of the station.
Finally, the little chef will give a question for everyone to look for, just read it!
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